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Summary 8). Over the past several years, in an effort to reduce
the adverse boom forces and moments, wind tunnel

During hover and low-speed flight, helicopters ex- and flight studies have been made to determine the
perience significant aerodynamic forces oi the tail effect of several tail boom strake configurations for
boom caused by the wake from the main and tail models of the UH-1H , AH-6,1, and UI--60 (ref. 9).

rotors and by crosswinds. These effects were inves- Re ls f the tcsts , h on a pote f. 9).

tigated in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tun- Results from these tests, have shown a potential for

nel on 136-percent-scale two-dimensional tail boom the use of strakes to reduce tail roor thrust and in-

models with cross sections representative of those on right sideward flight, before the main rotor donwash

the U.S. Army OH-58A and the OH-58D helicopters, clears the tail boom, the demand for tail rotor thrust

The effects of longitudinal strakes attached to the is increased as airspeed increases. In left sideard

cross sections were also investigated. The aerody- flight, the tail rotor thrust requirement decreases as
namic forces acting on the cross sections were ob- airspeed increases. Tests were made at flow angles
tained by varying flow incidence on the scaled mod- that were representative of left and right sideward
els from -45' to 90' and dynamic pressure from 5 to flight conditions to ensure t!.re were no adverse ef-
15 psf. fects in left sideward flight and to analyze the ben-

The results indicate a significant improvement at
conditions which represent right sideward flight by (refs. 10 through 12).
reducing the adverse aerodynamic side force when (es 0truh1)In order to document these effects, an investiga-
the strakes are installed. These data were used to tion was made in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Sub-
calculate a change in tail rotor power for the full- soni Tunel with 136-percent-scale cross sections
scale flight vehicle and indicated approximately a 5-
to 6-percent average savings in right sideward flight of rcprshate t boS with 0rv- Aafc
for the critical velocity range of 0 to 30 knots. Of

download was the OH-58D helicopters (fig. 1). Strakes were ap-
coure, a cease n the tail boom resulplied longitudinally at selected angular locations tonoted because of the strakes. The results indicate a almoestdtrinthrefcivesinhngpotetia fo redcin th dirctinalcontol nd ail all models to determine their effectiveness in chang-
potential for reducing the directional control and tail ing the side forces nd normal forces acting on the
rotor thrust required in the critical hover and right tail boom. A 2-inch upper strake and a 1-inch lower
sideward flight speeh range with a calculated 1min- strake were applied to the model at various loca-
mum increase in main rotor power required and an tions shown in table I and figure 2. Aerodynamic
overall net improvement in power of about 0.5 per- forces and moments resulting from the airflow around
cent for both the OH-58A and OH-58D). the tail boom cross sections in the various configura-

Introduction tions were measured over a range of dynamic pressure
from 5 to 15 psf and over a range of flow incidence

A helicopter is subjected to complex airflows that from -45' to 90'. The results are presented as plots
arc self-imposed as a result of the main and tail rotor of boom normal-force and side-force coefficients as
wakes and as a result of ambient wind. These aii flows functions of flo incidence and d) iamic pressure for
produce aerodynamic forces on the fuselage and tail each configuration. An increased normal force (boomi
boom assembly during hover and low-speed sideward download) is compensated fur b a mequired increase
flight (refs. 1 and 2). When operating in this portion in main rotor thrust and required power. A positive
of the flight envelope, the airflow from the main rotor side-force coefficient increment esults In an increase
wake has a large impact on the tail boom forces. in tail rotor power requird. In addition, calculations
These effects cause the tail boom to be subjected to were made to equate the force changes to changes in
air loads which must be counteracted by main rotor tail rotor power and main rotor power for the full-
and tail rotor thrust to maintain aircraft trim. These scale helicopters.
increased power requirements result in a reduction in
payload and yaw control margin. Symbols

Until recently, studies of blunt-body shapes have S b
been applicable to fixed-wing aircraft. Although The aerodynamic data convention and angle of 0
this study indicated the aerodynamic sensitivity of flow incidence are shown in figure 1. 0
these shapes to Reynolds number and incidence an-
gle, none have included cross sections that resemble BL baseline model
those of typical helicopter tail booms with a drive-
shaft cover nor considered the unique air load charac- b maximum width of cylinder num mal to
teristics these shapes would produce (refs. 3 through flow at zero flow angle, ft Codes
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bI maximum width of aircraft tail boom located at a point 80 percent of the main rotor ra-
at point that lies at 80 percent of main dius aft of the main rotor mast centerline. This is the
rotor radius, ft area under the main rotor in which near maximum

rotor wake velocities are experienced in hover (ref. 9).
S maximum depth of cylinder parallel to Sketches of the models are shown in figure 3. Each
flow at zero fiowv angle, ft model had the same diameter of 15 in. The full-scale

cy section side-force coefficient, boom diameters are 11 in. at 80 percent of the ro-
Side force per unit length tor radius. The drive-shaft cover for the OH-58A is

bq 19 percent smaller in width and 31 percent smaller
Cz section normal-force coefficient, in height than the drive-shaft cover for the OH-58D.

seonmal normalfrce e fient, The models were constructed of aluminum sheet
Normal force qer unit length metal attached to aluminum bulkheads with flush

screws. The surfaces were smooth and did not have
D1  length of tail boom, ft the customary protruding rivetheads characteristic of

D 2  distance from aircraft center of gravity to OH-58 helicopter tail booms. Longitudinal strakes
point on tail boom that lies at 80 percent were used on the models in several configurations
of main rotor radius, ft varying the height of the strake and angular place-

ment of the strake around the boom (fig. 2). These
D 3  distance from aircraft center of gravity to configurations were based on analysis of past results

tail rotor center of rotation, ft from tail boom model tests (ref. 9).

FN aircraft normal force, lb The installation of the model in the Langley 14-
by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is shown in figure 4. A

Fy aircraft side force, lb sketch of the components and the balance is shown in
Lpinr assumed main rotor power loading, figure 5. The model was constructed in three major

8 lb/hp sections. The upper and lower sections of the model
were rigidly fixed to a strut that ran through the

Lp,tr assumed tail rotor power loading, 4 lb/h, center of the model. The middle section was attached
to a strain-gauge balance that measured the forces

q tunnel dynamic pressure, pV2 , psf and moments. The other end of the balance was

1R Reynolds number, PV attached to the center strut. The strut extended
it through the floor of the tunnel to a model mounting

S calculated tail boom reference area, ft2  support which allowed the model to be rotated about
the vertical axis to vary flow incidence. Large circular

Sx configuration identification, see table I plates (48 in. in diameter) were placed at both ends
V free-stream velocity in tunnel, ft/sec of the model to ensure that evenly distributed two-

dimensional flow would occur on the metric section

v sideward velocity of helicopter, knots of the model.

Vs velocity of slipstream in rotor wake, Tests
ft/sec Data were taken at a constant tunnel dynamic

A viscosity, slugs/ft-sec pressure for each run while the model was rotated
through the range of flow incidence of -45' to 900.

p free-stream air density, slugs/ft3  Data were taken every 5' of incidence from -25' to

angle of flow incidence in plane normal to 300 and every 100 from -45' to -25' and 30' to
axis of two-dimensional cylinder, deg 900

. These angles represent the change in airflow an-
gle over the tail boom due to various sideward flight

Model and Apparatus speeds. Data were taken at q = 5, 10, and 15 psf.
These values of q were selected to include those con-

Two models with cross-scctiona shapes rcpre ditions that would encompass tile Reynolds number
sentative of tail booms of U.S. Army OH-58A and range experienced by full-scale OH-58A and OH-58D
0H-58D helicopters were tested. A circular cylin- helicopter tail booms. The dynamic pressures as a
der model was also tested which represented a tail function of Reynolds nuiner are shown in figure 6
boom without a drive shaft cover. The cross-section for the cylinder and the OH-58A and OH-58D tail
shapes were a 136-percent scale of the full-scale tail boom models. At q = 15 psf, for tile cylinder model,
booms. These shapes represent a section of the boom R = 0.87 x 106, for the OH-58A tail boom model,
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R = 1.19x 106; and for the OH-58D tail boom model, 'onfigurations S4, S5, S6, and basic
R = 1.30 x 106. Figure 7 shows the effects of an in- shape ..... ............... 19
crease in q on c, acting on the cylinder model. The Configurations S7 , S8 , S9 , and basic
six-component strain-gauge balance used in this test shape ..... ............... 20
had an accuracy for both normal and side force of Change in main rotor and tail rotor power
±1.25 lb; however, the general repeatability of the versus sideward airspeeds:
force measurements was approximately 0.20 lb. Data Configurations S 1, S2, and S3 . . . . . .. . 21
were taken at various dynamic pressures; however, Configurations S4 , S5, and S6 . . . . . .. . 22
the data shown in the report, other than figure 7, Configurations S7 , S8 , and S9 . . . . . .. . 23
was taken at 15 psf. Accuracy at 15 psf was ±0.03
for Cz and Cj with a repeatability of 0.009. Discussion of Results

The maximum test Mach number was approxi- The desired results were an increase in the right
mately 0.18; therefore, compressibility effects were side-force coefficient in the critical range 0 = 0'
considered to be negligible. Due to the small pro- to 45'. This is the approximate range in which
jected area of the test apparatus relative to the large helicopters initiate right sideward flight up through
test area, the data did not requirc correction for tun- the point at which the main rotor downwash clears
nel blockage effects (ref. 13). the tail boom. In addition, some of these data

Presentation of Data were used to compute what effect strakes would
have on the performance of the full-scale aircraft.

The results are presented as normal-force coeffi- These results show the percentage of change in main
cient cz and side-force coefficient Cy The coefficients rotor and tail rotor horsepower when comparing a

are based on the dimension b, boom width, which rotrakd aircr horstren copar a

is consistent with presentations of data presented in nonstraked aircraft to a straked aircraft based on

references 3 through 9. a fully loaded aircraft configuration. The increased
normal force (boom download) is compensated by an

Arrangement of data figures is as follows: increase in main rotor power. A positive increment

Figure in right side-force coefficient results in a decrease in
Comparison of cz and Cy: tail rotor power required.

Cz versus q ..... ............... 7
cz and cy versus ¢ for hysteresis effect . . 8 Based on previous results (ref. 9), consideration
Cz and cj versus 0 for three basic shapes 9 was given to several factors that have caused un-

Basic cylinder with strakes: certainties in these kinds of tests in the past. The

c2 and cj versus 0: model surface was not polished, but unlike the ac-

Effect of configuration S, and circular tual aircraft skin, it had no rows of rivet heads. The

cylinder ..... .............. 10 sheet metal on the model was secured by sunken

Effect of configurations Sb, Sc, Sd , screws that were then taped over. Viscosity is one

and circular cylinder .... ........ 11 factor that has been shown to have a significant ef-
OH-58A model with strakes: fect on the data (refs. 3 through 9). The actual air-

8 odel wt ve stras: craft experiences varying Reynolds numbers. In the
C and ci versus : Reynolds number range from 0.3 x 106 to 0.7 x 106,
Configurations Si, S2, S3 , and basic large changes can occur in the lift and drag forces

shnfigrape.......................on a model. Since the data were taken at higher
Configurations S4, S5, S6 , and basic Reynolds numbers of 0.97 x 106 to 1.30 x 106 (fig. 6),

shapetions SS................ 13 these large changes should not be a concern (refs. 3
Configurations S , $8, $. , and basic and 4). A third factor is the hysteresis effect on the

shape.................14 l data caused by flow separation which alters the way

Change in main rotor and tail rotor power in which the dynamic pressure or flow incidence is
versus sideward airspeeds: changed between data points. To determine the ef-

Configurations S1, S2, and S3 . .. . . . .. . 15 fects of changing the sequence of €, several runs were

Configurations S4 , S5, and S6 . .. . . . .. . 16 made from -45' to 900 and then from 90' to -45' .

Configurations S7 , S8, and S ........ 17 The test results are presented in figure 8 and show
that there is relatively little difference in the data

OH-58D model with strakes: within the critical range € = 00 to 450 .

c, and c versus €:
Configurations Si, S2, S3 , and basic Another opportunity to experience a hysteresis

shape ..... ............... 18 effect .is during a dynamic pressure sweep. If, for
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example, one run started at q = 0 psf and increased forces. The flow angles 4 in which a positive increase
to the maximum q and the next run was conducted in cy is the most critical would be from 00 to 45' .

at the high end of q and then decreased to 0 psf, the This is the approximate range in which helicopters
repeatability of the data may be poor. This effect initiate right sideward flight up through the point at
was avoided by starting all data runs at q = 0 psf. which the main rotor downwash clears the tail boom.
The final factor to be considered was turbulence in The envelope of both right and left sideward flight
the tunnel test section. Because of improvements flow incidence was studied to determine if there were
to the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel over the any adverse effects for left sideward flight and to look
past few years, the intensity of turbulence is only at possible improvements in right sideward flight.
0.1 percent (ref. 14) and, therefore, was not a factor.
A comprehensive technical description of the 14- by Cylinder
22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is given in reference 15. One of the mot common two-dimensional shapes

Basic Configurations that has been tested is the circular cylinder. When
comparing the results of the dynamic pressure sweep

The models used during this investigation repre- in figure 7 with the results of another test (fig. 9(b)
sent cross sections of tail booms of the OH-58A and of ref. 9), the outcome shows similar variations of
the OH-58D helicopters at a vertical section located cz as a function of ¢. When strakes were placed
aft of the main rotor mast at 80 percent of the rotor on the model, the influence was demonstrated as an
radius. A cylinder the size of these tail booms with- increase in cz in the critical range € = 0" to 45'
out the drive-shaft cover was also tested as a refer- as shown in figures 10(a) and 11(a). Figures 10(b)
ence. The results of the cylinder would not reflect and 11(b) show the effect of the strakes on c%. The
the same data as the OH-58A and OH-58D without location of the strakes on the model affect the degree
their drive-shaft cover due to the exposed rotating of improvement. Based on the effect on c, the least
drive-shaft and cover retaining devices that would effective was configuration Sa with a strake placed
alter the airflow. The coefficient cj and c, as a func- 300 from the top of the cylinder and a second strake
tion of 4 for these three models are shown in figure 9. placed at 1500 from the top of the cylinder. The most
In figure 9(a), the drive-shaft covers from both air- effective was configuration Sb with the strake at 600
craft have relatively the same effect for ¢ = -20' to from the top of the tail boom and another strake at
400 for c. When compared with the cylinder, the 150' from the top of the tail boom. In figure 10(a)
influences of the drive-shaft covers are evident with there is an increase in cz from 4 = -10' to 800 for
the reduced c. for € = -25' to 500 and to 800 for configuration Sa compared with the baseline cylinder.
the OH-58D model with drive-shaft cover on. This Figure 11(a) shows the effect on c, when the upper
would mean a slight reduction in main rotor power to strake is the same and the lower strake position
compensate for the reduction in normal force. There is changed. Configuration Sc initiates a downward
is also an increased negative value of cj from € = 0' trend ab € = 500, and Sd initiates a reduction
to 900 (fig. 9(b)). This shift in cj would burden the at ¢ = 30' . In figure 10(b) for configuration Sa
helicopter tail rotor in hover or right Adeward flight the flow appears to reattach to the surface of the
by causing an unfavorable shift in the fuselage yaw- model based on the limited improvement of cj when
ing moment and thereby increase the tail rotor power compared with configuration Sb. In compariag the
required to control aircraft heading. three different positions for the lower strake, for cy as

a function of flow incidence (fig. 11(b)), the improved
Characteristics of Each Model positive cy no longer exists at € = 500 for Sc and

The side-force and normal-force coefficients as a at o = 350 for cd Configuration th shows an

function of € obtained at a tunnel q = 15 psf are

discussed for each model individually. The data at OH-58A Model Tail Boom Configuration
q = 15 psf are above the critical Reynolds number.
Table I describes the strake configuration used on With the placement of a drive-shaft cover on
each of the shapes. Three different lower strake the OH-58A model, a more diverse test matrix was
positions were selected to improve side force as well studied. Tie upper strake was placed at 30' (fig. 12),
as reduce normal force (fig. 2). A benefit would be a and 600 (fig. 13) on the drive-shaft cover and at
positive increase 'm c over the baseline. This implies 600 (fig. 14) on the tail boom. The lower strake
a change in side torce to the right and in a direction was in the same three locations of 1500, 180', and
to assist the tail rctor thrust. The tail rotor thrust 2100 for each upper strake location. The results
required would decrease as a result of this shift in side were compared with the baseline OH-58A model
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without strakes. The range of 0 in which a positive efficient was a product of the increased normal-force
increase in Cy is most critical is from 0 = 00 to coefficient.
450, which is where the helicopter initiates right The data in figures 12 through 14 were used in
sideward flight up to the point at which the main calculations to determine a percentage of ',ange that
rotor downwash clears the tail boom. The results the strakes would have on a full-scale O,.-58A at
from the baseline configuration and the upper strake maximum gross weight (3000 lb). The equatik..s used
location on the drive-shaft cover at 300 with the three in the calculations were
variations to the lower strake are shown in figure 12.
From 0 = -40' to 10', the strake configurations S = bjD 1  (1)
make relatively no change to Cz (fig. 12(a)). From

= 10' to 450, there is an increase in the normal- FN = c,-1pv2 S (2)
force coefficient for the three strake configurations. 2 Ps

The results for Cy shown in figure 12(b) indicate AFN
a reduced side-force coefficient from q = -10' to Change in main rotor horsepower = -- (3)

almost 15° with an increase from 0 = 15' to 400 for Lp,,mr
all strake configurations. The results for the lower F =1 )2
strake configuration placed at 2100 indicate a reduced =j 2 s  (4)

benefit in cy compared with that for 150' and 1800 D AFy
for € = 250 to 45* . Though the strake placed on the Change in tail rotor horsepowe 3 = (5)
drive-shaft cover at 300 offers an improvement from Lptr
€ = 15' to 400, it is not a recommended solution
due to an adverse reduction of Cy compared with the v = 1.69vs tan 9 (6)
baseline from 0 = 0' to 15'. The increased normal force (boom download) is

In figure 13, where the results are shown for the compensated for by an increase in main rotor thrust.
configuration with the strakes placed at 600 on the A positive side-force coefficient increment results in a
drive-shaft cover, the effect is very similar to the decrease in tail rotor power required. "'le percents in
strake configuration at 30' on the drive-shaft cover, power are based on the equations and t..., maximum
The normal-force coefficient in figure 13(a) matches rated power of a main rotor of 317 hp and a tail
closely for all configurations from 4 = -45' to 50 rotor power of 64 hp. These would represent the
followed by a marked increase in cz for the strake most conservative results. The sideward velocity in
configurations through the critical range of €. The knots was computed by using the average slipstream
side-force coefficients (fig. 13(b)) again are below velocity of the main rotor of an OH-58A and the
those of the baseline configuration from € = -20' tangent of 4 (eq. (6)). The critical velocity range
to almost 100. An improved positive cy can be found in terms of tail rotor power required was v = 0
through the rest of the critical range of 4. These to 30 knots in right sideward flight. This is the
three configurations did not get the results desired approximate range from hover to the point at which
throughout the critical range of ¢. the main rotor downwash clears the tail boom.

With the upper strake located on the tail boom Figure 15(a) shows that an average increase in
and the same three lower strake configurations main rotor power required during the critical range
(fig. 14(a)), there is an increase in c2 throughout the v = 0 to 30 knots was less then 1 percent. The
critical range compared with the baseline for all the peak inciease in power required was 1.4 percent at
strake configurations. Configuration S7 has less of 17 knots for configuration S1. In figure 15(b) there
an increase in Cz throughout the critical range of 4 was no reduction in tail rotor power required until
than the other strake configurations. The side-force v = 10 knots. The average reduction in tail rotor
coefficient (fig. 14(b)) has a marked difference in ap- power for configurations S1, S2 , and S3 at t, = 0 to
pearance compared with those of the configurations 30 knots was less then 1 percent. The peak reduction
with the strakes on the drive-shaft cover in that, com- in tail rotor power required in this range was about
pared with the baseline, there is no longer a reduced 4.0 percent for S1, S2, and S3. In figure 16(a) for
Cy in the range from 4 = 00 to 400 for the three main rotor power required, the maximum increase
configurations. For configuration Sp, there is an in- was 1.4 percent for both S4 and S6 at v = 17 and
crease in cj from 4 = 30' to 50' compared with 14 knots, respectively, and the average increase for
the baseline. This configuration gave the best results the three configurations was less then 1 percent. The
for the OH-58A model through the critical range of average tail rotor power reduction (fig. 16(b)) for
4 due to the reduced side-force coefficient compared configurations S4 and S5 from v = 0 to 30 knots
with the baseline. The reduction of the side-force co- is about 2.5 percent with a peak of 5.6 percent
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at 17 knots for S,I. Configuration S, also had a to 10' with little or no difference compared with the
maximum increase in tail rotor power required of baseline. For ¢ = 100 to 450, thcse cunfigurations
4.3 percent at 0 knot. The average decrease in had all increase in cz. Configuraticn S3 with the
tail rotor horsepover for configuration S6 was only lower strakc at 2100 had a reduced cz compared
1 percent. This was caused by the limited reduction with the other strake configurations but only beyond
in tail rotor power from 10 to 30 knots. 0 = 300, the approximate range in which the main

Figure 17 shows the results of the strake config- rotor downwash clears the tail boom. As with the
urations with the upper strake placed on the tail OH-58A model, the poor results in cy (fig. 18(b)) are
boom at 600 from the vertical and the three dif- still visible in configurations S1, S2, and S3. Rom
ferent lower strake configurations. In figure 17(a), 0 = -10" to almost 150, there is a reduced side-
the average main rotor power requirement increase force coefficient compared with that of the baseline,
for configurations S8 and S9 is about 0.9 percent for from 0 = 15' to 400, there is an improvement in
v = 0 to 30 knots. The peak increase in main ro- cj for these three configurations compared with the
tor power for S9 was 1.3 percent at 14 knots. Con- baseline. Because of the reduced side-force coefficient
figuration S7 had a 0.6-percent average increase in results compared with the baseline from 0 = -10' to
main rotor power with a peak in main rotor power of 15', these three configurations would not improve the
0.8 percent at 17 knots. The average tail rotor power performance of the tail boom throughout the critical
requirements (fig. 17(b)) were reduced from v = 0 to range 0 = 0* to 45' .

30 knots by less then 3 percent for configuration S7  Figure 19 shows a similar pattern with the strake
with a peak reduction in tail rotor power required of at 600 on the drive-shaft cover compared with that
4.4 percent at 14 knots. Configuration S8 averaged of the strake at 300 on the drive-shaft cover except
5.9 percent from v = 0 to 30 knots with a peak re- for a 0 shift (-10) for cz (fig. 18(a)). For the
duction in tail rotor power required of 7.7 percent at three configurations at 0 = -40' to 00, ez was
5 knots. Configuration S9 had a 4.7-percent average relatively the same as for tile baseline or slightly
reduction in tail rotor power required with a peak of reduced. Starting at 0 = 00, cz for the three straked
8.5-percent reduction at 5 knots for configuration S9. configurations increased above the baseline through
Wi summary, all strake configuratic- , nffered some 0 = 45' . Configuration S reduced c. from 0 = 30'
decrease in tail rotor power for the OH-58A in the through 900 compared with S4 and S5. The side-force
critical range v = 0 to 30 knots. Configuration S8 coefficient results in figure 19(b) were also similar to
was the most effective overall for the OH-58A over those for configurations SI, S2, and S3 (fig. 18(b))
the widest range of airspeeds because it had a tail with the upper strake at 300 on the drive-shaft cover.
rotor power reduction average of 5.9 percent with no From ¢ = -20' to 50, there is a reduced side-force
increase in tail rotor power throughout the critical coefficient compared with that for the baseline from
airspeed range and less than 1 percent increase in the stiake application for all three configurations (S4,
main rotor power compared with the baseline. The S5, and SG). From 5 '5 through 100, there is an
overall power change was a 0.7-percent improvement improvement over the baseline. This trend continues
for the OH-58A. until ¢ = 600 for configuration S5 and 0 = 900 for S4.

Configurations S4, S5, and S6 do not offer significant
OH-58D Model Tail Boom Configurations improvement of the side-force coefficient throughout
Testing methods and procedures used on the OH- the critical range € = 0' to 45' .

58D tail boom model were similar to those on the Similar to the OH-58A, when the upper strake
OH-58A model discussed previously. The configura- vas placed on the tail boom at 600 for configurations
tions consisted of the upper strake placed at 30' and S7, S8, and S9, the results changed compared with
600 from the vertical on tile drive-shaft cover or at the baseline for both cz and cj. In figure 20(a) there
600 from the vertical on the tail boom of the OH- is an increase in c, throughout the critical range until
58D model. In addition, for each of the upper strake 0 = 40' for all three strake configurations compared
locations, the lower strake was placed at 1500, 1800, with the baseline. The lower strake changes in
and 2100 fron, the vertical on the tail boom. The re- angular location have relatively no influence on this
sults from these configurations were compared with increase during the critical range (p = 00 to 45' . The
the results from the OH-58D baseline configuration cy results for these configurations (S7, Sh, and S9) in
without strakes. As expected, since the only differ- figure 20(b) are quite different than the previous six
ence in the OH-58A and OH-58D models was the size configurations (Si through S6) with the tipper strake
of the drive-shaft cover, the data were similar. located on the drive-shaft cover. From 0 = -25'

In figure 18(a), c, for configurations Si, S2, and to 400 for configuration S7, there is an improvement
S3 was still approximately the same for ¢ = -40' over the baseline for the side-force coefficient. For
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configuration S8 there is the same improvement from locations. The effect on main rotor power during the
0 = -25' to 50', and for configuration Sq the critical range shown in figure 23(a) for each of the
improvement was from 0 = -25' to 35' . These three configurations averages less than 0.6 percent.
three configurations (S7 , Sb, and Sq) offered the best The peak increase in main rotor power required was
results in a positive change in cj throughout the 1.1 percent at 13 knots for configuration S9 . The tail
critic-: range of 0 = 0' to 45' . Configuration S8 rotor power reduction for these configurations shown
gave the best results in cy for the OH-58D model. in figure 23(b) improved significantly as expected

The data from figures 18 though 20 were used from the data in figure 20(b). Configuration S7 had a
as input to equations (1) through (6) to calculate 3.6-percent average improvement in tail rotor power
the percent changes that the strakes have on a full- throughout the critical airspeed range. Although
scale OH-58D helicopter at maximum gross weight configuration S9 had a peak reduction in tail rotor
(4500 lb). The calculations used the two-dimensional power of 6.7 percent at 10 knots, it had an adverse
data taken at a tunnel dynamic pressure of 15 psf. As effect above v = 20 knots, which brought the average
with the OH-58A data, the normal force (download throughout the critical range of v down to 3 percent.
on the tail boom) is compensated for by an increase Configuration S8 had a reduction of 4.4 percent
in main rotor power, and an increased side-force of the tail rotor power required with a peak of
coefficient is shown as a decrease in tail rotor power. 6.2 percent at 3 knots. Configuration S8 also had less
A main rotor power of 586 hp and a tail rotor than a 0.6-percent increase in main rotor power to
power of 110 lip were used as the basis to d-rive give this configuration an overall net improvement of
these percents. Again the sideward velocity was 0.5 percent, therefore, configuration S8 was the most
computed by using an average slipstream velocity of effective at reducing the tail rotor power required for
the main rotor of the OH-58D and the tangent of this investigation on the OH-58D t 'I boom.
the angle 0 (eq. (6)), and the critical velocity range Summary of Results
is v = 0 to 30 knots. In figure 21(a), the main
rotor power had less than 1 percent average increase An investigation was made in the Langley 14- by
for configurations S1, S2 , and S3 from v = 0 to 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel on two-dimensional models
30 knots. The peak increase in power was 1.3 percent of a circular cylinder and on tail boom cross sections
at 21 knots for configuration S2 . The tail rotor power representative of OH-58A and OH-58D helicopters.
(fig. 21(b)) does not show a reduction until v = The purpose was to determine two-dimensional aero-
10 knots for all three configurations. The maximum dynamic force coefficients on these models and the
increase in tail rotor required was 4.0 percent at effect of adding strakes to the models over a flow
5 knots for configuration Si. This affected the overall incidence q range from -450 to 900. This range rep-
improvement within the critical range v = 0 to resents sideward flight. The data were used to calcu-
30 knots. All three configurations had 1.3 percent late the percent change in main rotor and tail rotor
or less average reduction for this range with a peak horsepower for each configuration. The results are
of 4.2 percent at 17 knots for configurations S1 and summarized as follows:

I2. 1. The placement of a 2-inch-high strake at 600
In figure 22(a) the main rotor power increase for from the vertical and a 1-inch-high strake at 1800

configurations S4 , S5 , and S6 averaged about 1 per- from the vertical on the OH-58A or the OH-58D
cent for th, range of v = 0 to 30 knots with peaks of models gave the best results fur improving the side-
about 1.4 percent at 17 to 21 knots. The tail rotor force coefficient compared with the baseline models
power average benefit (fig. 22(b)) for these configura- during the critical range of 0. As expected, these
tions was hampered by the increase in the percentage configurations also showed an increase in download
of tail rotor power required from v = 0 to 6 knots. on the tail boom.
All configurations had a maximum increase in tail 2. Calculations derived from data from the best
rotor power required of 5 percent at 9 knot. The configuration indicated that the tail rotor power re-
average results from the critical range for configura- quired was reduced by an average of about 6 per-
tion S4 was 2.3 percent and for configuration S5 was cent in the critical right sideward velocity range of
2.1 percent. The configuration with the bes, re- 0 to 30 knots for the OH-58A and an average of
suits for tail rotor power was configuration S6 with about 4.4 percent for the OH-58D under the same
an average reduction of 2.7 percent in tail rotor conditions.
power required and a peak reduction at 21 knots of 3. The download penalty caused by the strake
5.4 percent. configurations which gave the best results (600 and

Figure 23 shows the effect of locating the upper 180' on the tail boom) through the critical side-
strake on the tail boom at 60' with three lower strake ward velocity range was calculated to be about
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0.5 percent of main rotor power for OH-58A and a Athod Included for Detcrminmng the Potential Flow
OH-58D helicopters. About Arbitrary Shapes. NASA TR R-46, 1959.

4. Placement of strakes on the drive-shaft cover 5. Lockwood, Vernard E.; and McKinney, Linwood W..

of the OH-58A and OH-58D models reduced the side- Effect of Reynolds Number on the Force and Pressure

force coefficient compared with that of the baseline Distribution Characteristics of a Two-Dimensional Lifting

only from 0 = -10' to 150; therefore, these configu- 6.Circular Cylinder. NASA TN D-455, 1960.
raions ro e ot ef-10etoi thrfoh the critic nge 6. Taylor, P.: A Method of Predicting Fuselage Loads
rations were not effective through the critical range in Hover. Seenth European Rotorcraft and Powered
of ¢. Lift Aircraft Forum, Deutsche Gescllschaft fur Luft- und

5. The bottom placement of a strake on the Raumfahrt e. v., Sept. 1981, Paper No. 49.
tail boom models showed the best overall results at 7. Achenbach, E.; and Heinecke, E.: On Vortex Shedding
1800 when compared with the 2100 and 150' place- From Smooth and Rough Cylinders in the Range of
ments. At 2100 the strake was effective at reduc- Reynolds Numbers 6 X 103 to 5 x 106. J. Fluid Mech.,
ing the normal-force (download) coefficient but also vol. 109, Aug. 1981, pp. 239-251.
reduced the side force (side-load) coefficient effec- 8 Fage, A., and Warsap, J. H.. The Effects of 7rbulencc
tiveness compared with that of the baseline during and Surface Roughness on the Drag of a Circular Cylin-

the critical range of 0. The results of the strake der. R. & M. No. 1283, British Aeronautical Research

at 1500 were similar to those of the 1800 placement Council, 1930.
but were not quite as effective in increasing sideforce 9. Wilson, John C.; and Kelley, Henry L.: Aerodynamic
butffiient qCharacteristics of Several Current Helicopter Tail Boom
coefficient. Cross Sections Including the Effect of Spoilers. NASA

TP-2506, AVSCOM TR 85-B-3, 1986.

NASA Langley Research Center 10. Lockwood, Roy A.; Kelly, William A.; and Cason, Randall
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November 15, 1990 Army, Oct. 1986.
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Table 1. Strakce Configurations

Configuration Height, Angular positin I
OH-58A and OH-58D models

S1  2 300 from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 1500 from top of tail boom centerline

S2 2 30' from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 180' from top of tail boom centerline

S3  2 300 from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 2100 from top of tail boom centerline

S4  2 60' from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 1500 from top of tail boom centerline

S5  2 600 from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 1800 from top of tail boom centerline

S6 2 600 from top of drive-shaft cover centerline
1 2100 from top of tail boom centerline

S7  2 600 from top of tail boom centerline
1 1500 from top of tail boom centerline

S8  2 600 from top of tail boom centerline
1 1800 from top of tail boom centerline

S9  2 600 from top of tail boom centerline
1 210' from top of tail boom centerline

Cylinder model

Sa 2 300 from top of tail boom centerline
1 1500 from top of tail boom centerline

Sb 2 600 from top of tail boom centerline
1 1500 from top of tail boom centerline

Sc 2 600 from top of tail boom centerline
1 180' from top of tail boom centerline
2 600 from top of tail boom centerline

F _ 1 210' from top of tail boom centerline

9



b

Reference
area RY

Tail rotor
drive-shaft

cover

C+ O

A V

Cy

Section A-A

Figure 1. Convention for positive sense of flow inclination, cylinder reference dimensions, and aerodynamic
coefficients.
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(a) Cylinder.
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(b) OH-58A. (c) OH-58D.

Figure 2. Strake placement on model cross sections of cylinder, OH-58A, and OH-58D tail buorn shapes. Upper

strakes measured 2 in. high and lower strakes measured 1 in.



(a) Cylinder.

55206.8 
3.4

I_ 8.6

6.8

(b) OH-58A. (c) OH-58D.

Figure 3. Model cross sections of cylinder, Oll-58A, and OII-58D tail boom shapes. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figmiic I. T'wo-dlimentsionial test appar~aatusI ill LI'algIcN 11- 1)N 22-Foot Subsoniic Tunl'.
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Figure 5. Schematic drawving of helicopter cross-sectional test apparatus. Dimensions are in iches.
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Figure 6. Test dynamic pressure as function of Reynolds number.
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Figure 7. Effect of q and R? on cz of cylinder model.
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Test sequence for 4
1.5 0 -450 to 900
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-1.0 i I I I I I
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4, deg

(a) Normal-force coefficient.

2.0-

1.5 Test sequence for 4
0 -450 to 900

1.0 Q] 90 0 to -450

.5

Cy 0

-.5

-1.0 -

-1.5 -

-2.0 I I

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
4, deg

(b) Side-forcc coefficient.

Figure 8. Effect of changing € to determine hysteresis effects. Configuration S8 (OH-58D model).
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0 L 0 OH-58A

-. 5 - OH-58D

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
4deg

(a) Normal-force coefficient.

2.0

1.5-

1.0

.5- Model

-. 5 0 OH-58A
-1.0

-1.5 OH-58D

-2.0 I
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

4deg

(b) Side-force coefficient.

Figure 9. Effect of flow incidence on C2 and cy for cylinder, OH-58A, and OH-58D tail boom models.
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1500

-.5-
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,deg

(a) Normal-force coefficient.

2.0
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CY 0 0 Q BL

-.5 300

-1.0 - 0 Sa
1500

-1.5

-2.0_ __ __ I I

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
~deg

(b) Side-force coefficient.

Figure 10. Effect of flow incidence on cz and Cy for cylinder and configuration Sa.
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2.0
Configuration

1.5 0
o Q BL

1.0 - 600

.5 0 Sb
z .1500

600
0 "0 Sc

1800
-.5- 600

"1.0- L . I / 'Q Sd

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 2100
0, deg

(a) Normal-force coefficient.

2.0

1.5- Configuration

1.0 0BL

0600
DQSb

Co0 1500y
600

-1.0 - 1800

-1.5 - 600
_ __ Q Sd

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 2100

4, deg

(b) Side-force coefficienL.

Figure 11. Effect of flow incidence on cz and cy for cylinder and configurations Sb, Sc, and Sd.
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2.0 -Critical range ofgrto
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1.0 (5 3b
0z 5 - 01500
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~deg

(a) Normnal-force coefficient.
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-.5 - S
-1.0 1800

-1.5 A30b S3

-2.0_____ 
2100

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
4deg

(b) Side-force coefficient..

Figure 12. Effect of flow incidence on cz and c 1 for OH-58A shape and configurations S1, S2, and S3.
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2.0 -Critical range
Configuration
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cz '5 -1500
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(a) Normnal-force coefficient.
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Figure 13. Effect of flow incidence on c, and cj for OH-58A shape and configurations S4, S5, and S6.
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2.0 CrPitical rangeCofgrtn
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(a) Normal-force coefficient.
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(b) Side-fuice cucfflcient.

Figure 14. Effect of flow incidence oil c,, and cy for OH-58A shape and configurations S7, S8, and SS.
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2.0 Critical range
2 Configuration2
CD 1.5 30
L.

1.0 S10 1500
8. Cu) 53Q0o S2

0-= "- 1800
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2100

Q -1.0
40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50

Left Airspeed, v, knots Right

(a) Main rotor power.

* 6.0 Critical range

t- 4.0 Configuration
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.. 2.0 / S
L 0 3

a) -2.0' , . 1

-4.0 • 1800
• = -6.0 30 b

aS 3
-8.0 2100

40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50
Left Airspeed, v, knots Right

(b) Tail rotor power.

Figure 15. Calculated change in rotor power as function of airspeed for configurations S1 , S2, and S3 of OH-58A
model.
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2100
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(a) Main rotor power.
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(b) Tail rotor power.

Figure 16. Calculated change in rotor power as function of airspeed for configurations S4 , S5 , and S6 of OH-58A
model.
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2.0 -Critical rangeCofgrtn
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(a) Normal-force coefficient.
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(b) Side-force coefficient.

Figure 18. Effect of flow incidence on c,, and cy for OH-58D shape and configurations SI, S2, and S3 .
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2.0 Critical range Configuration
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(a) Normal-force coefficient.
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(b) Side-force coefficient.

Figure 19. Effect of flow incidence on c. and-cy for OH-58D shape and configurations S4 , S5, and S6.
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(b) Side-force coefficient.

Figure 20. Effect of flow incidence on c2 and cy for OH-58D shape and configurations S7, S8, and Sq.
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(a) Main rotor power.
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(b) Tail rotor power.

Figure 21. Calculated change in rotor power as function of airspeed for configurations SI, S2 , and S3 of OH-58D
model.
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(b) Tail rotor power.

Figure 22. Calculated change in rotor power as f. -tion of airspeed for configurations S4, S5, and S6 of OH-58D
model.
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Figure 23. Calculated change in rotor power as function of airspeed for configurations S7, S8, and S9 of OH-58D
model.
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